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Now that you’re little one is seeming
not quite so little anymore, you might
be thinking it’s time to begin the weaning
process.
As mothers, we know that this can be a bit of
a confusing time, and it comes with three big
questions:

What are the safest options for
cooking baby food?

How do I introduce solid
foods safely?

When can I start weaning
my baby?

Our Tutti Bimbi Quick & Easy Guide To Weaning

will walk you through the simple solutions to
these three questions that all parents need to
know before beginning the weaning process
with their little ones.

Connect with us for more parenting tips and tricks!

https://www.pinterest.com/tuttibimbibaby/
https://www.facebook.com/tuttibimbibabyproducts
https://twitter.com/TuttiBimbi
https://plus.google.com/+Tutti-bimbi/posts


When can I start weaning
my baby?

Unfortunately, there isn’t an exact age that
we can say you should start the weaning
process, simply because every baby is
different!
It’s likely that one friend did it at 4 months,
when your mum is recommending you to
wait until 6 or 7 months, which can make
you feel lost, and a little bit impatient if your
friends baby of the same age has

 begun on solid foods before your baby. The honest truth is, that just because
your baby isn’t ready, it definitely doesn’t mean they’re behind! It won’t be
long until they’re ready and raring to go, and that means you can cherish the
simple bottle-feeding days a few weeks longer.

The official advice from notable health organisations, such as AAP Breast
Feeding Committee and UNICEF, all come to the conclusion that breast milk
or formula should be a baby’s main source of feeding and nutrition until at
least 6 months of age.  
But some babies are ready to have a few solid foods introduced into their
current routine from 4 months of age- and here’s how to tell...



28%

Percentage of mothers in
England who had began

introducing solid foods by 4
months in 2010.

Percentage of mothers in
England who had began

introducing solid foods by 4
months in 2005.

Babies should not be given solid food unless they have the physical abilities
listed below. Your baby should be: 

- able to sit and hold their head up without any assistance, 
- have grown out of their natural tongue-thrust reflex that makes them stick
their tongue out to help them suck milk and prevents choking, 
- at least double their birth weight, 
- able to grab and hold small objects between their thumb and forefinger.
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Other telltale signs might be that your little one is gaining interest in your
food and is watching you eat, they could be starting to self-regulate eating
by showing you that they’re full and turning away from their bottle, and some
babies who previously slept through the night, may now wake up a lot
throughout the night. 

It used to be more widely accepted to begin weaning earlier (before 6
months) but now the AAP, WHO and UNICEF all agree that breast or formula
milk should be the main source of nutrition until at least 6 months of age
because it can be done before a baby is ready and at that age the food does
not match the nutritional value of breast or formula milk.

Signs they are ready



How do I introduce solid
foods safely?

So, your little one is ready to begin weaning?
Let the fun begin!

Warning: This will get messy! 

Arm yourself with our Tutti Bimbi 
Organic 100% Bamboo Reusable 
Wash Cloth Wipes- perfect for
messy feeding times and are
naturally super gentle on sensitive
baby skin, where disposable wipes
can be rough and cause rashes. You
can buy our products through our
shop here.

In the early stages, purées and single grain cereals are great for
little tasters. When you first begin weaning, continue bottle-
feeding as usual. After one of your daytime feeds when they are
content and not grumpy, you can offer them one to two
teaspoons of puréed solid food, such as banana, peach or sweet
potato, or one to two teaspoons of cereal that has been mixed
with plenty of breast or formula milk. Be sure to use a soft,
squidgy baby spoon for your baby's gentle little gums.

http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/


Let your little one smell and taste the food to get used to the
idea of it, as initially they probably won’t be swallowing much of
it. As they adjust to their new diet you can increase the amount
of teaspoons you are feeding, and thickening the cereal’s
consistency with less liquid.

H o w  t o  P u r é e

Chop into small
chunks, pop onto a

baking tray and bake in
the oven until tender

Blend together
with a little

breast/formula
milk or a little water

Store in a freezer
tray, or serve up
in perfect portion

sizes!

New foods should be introduced slowly and gently, only
introducing one new food every three days, so that you can
monitor for allergies as well as letting them learn what foods
they love. 

Age 4 to 8 months foods should be puréed or semi-liquid. Then
from 8 months you can feed strained or mashed foods, and
slowly introduce small pieces of soft finger foods that won’t hurt
gentle gummy mouths.
From around 7 months, you should be fedding your little one
two small baby meals a day, which will increase to 3 little meals
a day between 8 and 9 months of age.



What are the safest methods
for cooking baby food?

For the parents that have decided to
go down the route of homemaking
your little ones foods, whether that’s
every meal for the whole week or an
incorporation of homemade and store
bought foods, we bet that you’ve been
wondering what are the best cooking
methods for those homemade meals.
If you haven’t, it might be something
you want to consider.

Steaming is one of the most popular options for cooking baby food, and
comes most recommended by paediatricians. When cooking, the longer
amount of time that the foods are immersed in water and exposed to high
temperatures, equals the more natural nutrients lost. Steaming is the best
way of avoiding losing those vital nutrients, and doesn’t need any oils to
cook in.
Best Used For: all vegetables (peel as required), all fruit except banana and
avocado, and fish.



Baking and roasting- cooking the foods purely by dry heat in the oven.
This method makes food much more tender, and makes it more digestible
for little tummies that aren’t well developed yet. By baking or roasting, the
food will retain a significant amount of nutrients, and by using this method
you can cook lots all at once for storing… Win, win!
Best Used For: root vegetables like carrots, potato and parsnip. Pumpkin
and squashes, fruit, fish in foil, and meat.

Boiling and stewing. These methods come a little less recommended by
doctors when cooking for babies. When you cook foods in water, you can
lose a lot of water-soluble vitamins and minerals as well as other
important nutrients. So, if you are going to boil or stew foods for your
baby, try using the least amount of water possible.
Best Used For: slow cooking meat to be juicy and tender.

Heating food in the microwave for your baby can seem scarier than it
actually is. I always assumed it was much riskier to microwave food than
using other options, but it generally depends of what it is you’re cooking.
Some foods lose fewer nutrients when microwaved in comparison to
boiling or even steaming. Two things I’ve found wrong with microwaving is
that it can get hot too quickly, and you can only cook small amounts at
once.
Best Used For: steaming vegetables and cooking fruit.



Our Tutti Bimbi FULL Weaning Guide:
Weaning & The Wonderful World of Baby Food:

Tutti Bimbi's Helpful Little Guide For That Exciting Big Step
is our more extensive e-book for weaning your baby. 

The six part guide provides a full breakdown of when
and how to begin introducing solid foods, as well as
some fantastic free downloadables along the way!

You can receive a free copy of the full guide when you
purchase any of our products from our online shop here!

www.tutti-bimbi.com

weaning & the wonderful

world of baby food

DISCLAIMER
I am a mother of two who has done endless research and reading around the subject of introducing
solids to babies, but I am not professionally trained. I have sourced professional advice throughout

this book, so please only follow my guidance and advice if you feel it will suit your baby and
circumstances and always consult your paediatrician.

http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/


Is your baby ready for food? 

Yes!
Want to get organized 

before you begin?

Who doesn't!

When we couldn't find the perfect

multi-use solution for storing 

our precious homemade baby food, we

decided to create our own!

www.tutti-bimbi.com

Try out our fabulous creation:

Tutti Bimbi Baby Food Freezer Tray
Click here to shop

http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/


Safe for the fridge, freezer, 

oven, microwave and dishwasher

Easily removed perfect sized portions

Safe for baby: toxin-free & bacteria resistant

Try out our fabulous creation:

Tutti Bimbi 
Baby Food Freezer Tray

The Tutti Bimbi Silicone Freezer Tray is such quality made!

By Holly Piperon November 13, 2014

I started using the Tutti Bimbi Silicone Freezer Tray and I am just loving it! Its

super sturdy and really thick silicone. I am using mine to keep pureed goodies in

at the moment and each of the 9 holes in the tray are actually quite deep and

hold a nice amount. Its perfect for storing leftovers from baby food jars into and

keeping it nice and fresh! The lid is great, I have found that you can write on top

with a dry erase marker and it literally wipes or rinses right off after you need to

write something new like dates and types. After the first time using I found that

its really easy to just push on the bottom and the frozen food pops right out

without any hassle. The lid closes onto it firmly and stays put which is a huge

plus. I am so happy to do this review and recommend it to everyone! It can be

used for so many different things and there are many options!

You don't have to take our word for it!

Here are some of our reviews:

http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
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Food freezer storage container by Tutti Bimbi is a great device to own if you

make your own baby food

By Daniel on November 8, 2014

This baby food freezer storage container by Tutti Bimbi is a great device to own

if you make your own baby food. Simply prepare such food, and then spoon into

trays. Then simply place tray in freezer with the lid attached. When ready to

serve, just simply squeeze the bottom of the silicone pot and the food just falls

right out. This one also features a lifetime guarantee, which makes it one of the

best choices you can make when purchasing a product such as this. Would

recommend to all parents with babies.

Shop Our Products By Clicking Here!

Safe for the fridge, freezer, 

oven, microwave and dishwasher

Easily removed perfect sized portions

Safe for baby: toxin-free & bacteria resistant

Try out our fabulous creation:

Tutti Bimbi 
Baby Food Freezer Tray

http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/
http://www.tutti-bimbi.com/shop/

